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By Alessandro Porco

ECW Press,Canada, Canada, 2005. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Adult-film diva Jill Kelly, in all her splendid forms (performer, producer, writer, and director),
serves as the ultimate 21st century icon in Alessandro Porco s The Jill Kelly Poems. This debut
collection presents a poetry of surfaces that, at once, cherishes its Bacchus-like existence and
comes to terms with its very impossibility through intelligent, irreverent, and formally sophisticated
poems: an ode to Christina Aguilera; a love-sonnet for Rambo; and an epitaph in memory of Sharon
Tate. Porco s climactic sequence dramatizes, in gonzo fashion, the union of language and forms of
poetry - a consummation that erupts from the page, leaving readers feeling a little bit dirrty (that s
right, with two r s) but, undeniably, wanting more. Ample double entendres and sexual punning;
lewd bar-room balladeering; comic revisionist histories that expound, for example, on the origins of
the thong; libidinal utopias filled with D-cup superheroes and militant villains - it s all in the name of
good ol fashioned silicone fun!.
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Reviews
Completely essential read through ebook. This can be for all who statte there was not a well worth reading. You wont really feel monotony at at any time of
your own time (that's what catalogs are for relating to if you request me).
-- Maud Mitchell
This ebook can be well worth a go through, and far better than other. Sure, it can be enjoy, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. I am just
delighted to tell you that this is the greatest book i have got study within my personal daily life and could be he very best publication for actually.
-- Miss Susana Windler DDS
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